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Recent Advances in our Neural Parametric Singing
Synthesizer

Jordi Bonada1,a) Merlijn Blaauw1,b)

Abstract: We recently presented a new model for singing synthesis based on a modified version of the WaveNet ar-
chitecture. Instead of modeling raw waveform, we model features produced by a parametric vocoder that separates
the influence of pitch and timbre. This allows conveniently modifying pitch to match any target melody, facilitates
training on more modest dataset sizes, and significantly reduces training and generation times. Nonetheless, compared
to modeling waveform directly, ways of effectively handling higher-dimensional outputs, multiple feature streams and
regularization become more important with our approach. We include additional components for predicting F0 and
phonetic timings from a musical score with lyrics. These expression-related features are learned together with timbri-
cal features from a single set of natural songs. Here we describe our recent advances on multisinger and multiple voice
quality models.
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1. Introduction
Singing voice is one of the most difficult instruments to model

and synthesize. It features a rich and varied palette of timbres,
and its expressivity depends on a complex mixture of musical
aspects, emotional state and lyrics semantics. Most of the cur-
rent successful singing synthesizers are based on concatenative
approaches [1], [2]. In these approaches, short audio units are
selected from a collection of singer recordings, transformed to
match a musical target, and concatenated to generate continuous
singing. In general, these systems offer good sound quality and
naturalness, although they tend to be limited in terms of flexibil-
ity. A significant limitation is that usually timbre and expression
must be modeled separately from different and specialized cor-
pora.

By contrast, machine learning approaches offer an increased
flexibility, and are able to jointly model timbre and expression
from a single corpus of natural songs (e.g. statistical paramet-
ric methods [3], [4]). However, until recently, these approaches
have not been able to match the sound quality of concatenative
methods, mostly due to suffering from oversmoothing in time and
frequency.

Recent advances in generative models for Text-to-Speech Syn-
thesis (TTS) using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have recently
proved that model-based approaches can match or even go be-
yond the sound quality achieved by concatenative methods. In
particular, the Wavenet model [5] is able to accurately generate
sample-by-sample raw speech waveform without suffering from
oversmoothing.
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2. A Neural Parametric Synthesizer
We recently presented a new model for singing synthesis based

on the Wavenet architecture, reported in detail in [6] and [7]. Our
goal is to mimic the task of a singer interpreting a musical score
with lyrics. The entire system is depicted in Fig. 1. It consists of
three components for predicting timing, F0 and timbre.

The core architecture of our system is based on the Wavenet
model, a probabilistic and autoregressive model that uses dilated
gated convolutional units with residual and skip connections.
That means that predicted outputs at each timestep depend on past
predictions, and that the system predicts a probabilistic distribu-
tion instead of output values. Additionally, in order to control the
synthesis the system is conditioned on a sequence of phonetic and
musical control inputs besides past predictions. An important dif-
ference with the original Wavenet model is that in our approach
we model vocoder features instead of raw waveform. One rea-
son for that is that a vocoder decomposes the voice signal into
phonetic and pitch components, and this allows us to train the
models with less data to sufficiently cover the pitch-timbre space,
while still being able to synthesize any melody and lyrics. An-
other reason is that we consider that the degradation introduced
by the model itself is the dominant factor in the sound quality.
Therefore, we expect our system could ideally achieve a sound
quality close to the upper bound the vocoder can provide, i.e. a
resynthesis without modification.

Since our model predicts an entire frame at once, we opted to
use a mixture density output (similar to [8]) instead of categorical
distributions (using a softmax output) that would largely increase
the parameter count. Additionally, for minimizing the exposure
bias of our model we found necessary to regularize it, in our case
by simply adding gaussian noise to the input.
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Fig. 1 Diagram depicting an overview of the system with its different components. Here, V/UV is the
predicted voice/unvoiced decision, and the Fill UV block fills unvoiced segments by interpolation.

As detailed in [6] and [7], we found our approach to produce
more natural variation of predicted parameters over time than sta-
tistical parametric systems, and to a be more robust to misalign-
ments between phonetic and acoustic features in the training data
than concatenative systems. Additionally, listening tests showed
our system to reduce the gap between the reference and the sec-
ond best system by about a third.

3. Recent advances
Recent ongoing research shows promising results in the area

of multisinger models [9]. Concretely, we trained a single model
with recordings of 12 choir singers (3 per section: bass, tenor,
alto, soprano). For both training and inference, a singer identity
(one-hot encoded) is appended to the conditioning vector. For
achieving more realistic timing and F0 models in the scope of
choir singing, we are currently preparing a recording of a full
choir where one directional microphone will be placed in front
of each singer. We expect this approach will allow us to simul-
taneously capture the utterances of each individual in a realistic
choir singing scenario, and to gather sufficient data for modeling
interdependencies between singers.

Other ongoing research on multiple voice quality shows also
promising results. Concretely, we did experiments with record-
ings containing a limited coverage of soft, modal and powerful
singing. Preliminary results show that the model can success-
fully generalize enough to synthesize voice qualities in unseen
phonetic and musical contexts.

We hope in the near future to explore the flexibility offered
by this neural approach to model more challenging natural and
expressive singing including non-modal voice qualities (such as
rough voices) and expressive resources (such as growls).
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